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Jaypee Greens Kristal Court Noida is one of the latest amazingly high-class tasks of Jaypee
Greens. This venture is one of its kinds located in sector-128 of Jaypee Wish City Noida. The
components of most of the tasks such as the Jaypee Actions City Kassia and Jaypee Greens
Garden Destinations Noida are inspired from the Ancient Greek structure. The well-known white-
colour choices which are clearly acquainted on the outside framework of each framework are taken
from the Traditional design. This does not mean that the project does not have any kind of modern
lifestyle amenities, in fact Jaypee Greens Kristal Court Noida are a set of amazingly designed
Jaypee golf apartments with the unending views of amazing greens from each apartment. This isnâ€™t
all, as all the flats at this Jaypee Golf Resort are definitely contrived to suit the lifestyle of a
contemporary family. These Jaypee golf apartments provide its residents recreational facilities
within the project with 2BHK & 3BHK apartment options, with 3BHK along with a analysis and a
workerâ€™s place.

The home styles which are available at this place vary from 1850 and 2700 sq. Ft. The flavour of
high-class which this venture provides is quite exclusive as these are top quality high-rise Jaypee
golf apartments with amazing lifestyle solutions of international standard. The venture is located just
by Jaypee Golf Resort which is an 18+9 holes golf course developed by the well-known amateur
golf champion Greg Norman. This is the reason that this venture with G+20 to G+24 storeys flats
enjoys the lush greens of the golfing greens.

The residential areas are successfully designed to provide 2 to 3 units per floor hence using the
maximum super area. The locations are biggest and have saying dimension place in its
classification, these comes up with maximum possible apartment spaces. Kristal Court is set with
basic as well as deluxe amenities which make a perfect lifestyle. These contain facilities like
Community Groups & social clubs, cycling tracks, spa & sauna, sport training facilities, its location
en-route Buddha international motor racing track. The Project has all kind of recreational and social
activities located within as well as outside the gated community.

Jaypee Greens Kristal Court provides possession within a brief interval of 48 weeks which is the
prime attraction of these amazingly high-class golf apartments Jaypee Greens provides three kinds
of payment options which includes down payment as well as partial payment options.

If you are interested in buying 2/3/4 BHK Apartments in Noida, you can  Contact Us Helios
Developers Ph: - +91-0129-4256666.
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Helios - About Author:
Jaypee Greens Boutique Real Estate Company serves in Noida and Greater Noida in Jaypee
Properties. We at Jaypee Boutique deal in all Residential and Commercial  properties i.e.
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Contact: Helios Developers
Call: +91-0129-4256666 M:- +91-9711188273 or  +91 - 8447744867
Website: http://www.jaypeeboutique.com/ or http://www.jaypeeboutique.in
Address : TB-1, 3rd Floor, Sec- 15A, Crown Plaza, Faridabad 121006, Haryana
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